Fitting poles and zeros to complex acoustic reflectance (CAR) data using a "rational approximation method" (Gustavsen & Semlyen, 1999) allows for a precise parameterization of complex real-ear measurements. CAR is measured using a foam-tipped probe sealed in the ear canal, containing a microphone and receiver. From the complex pressure response to a broadband stimulus, the acoustic impedance and reflectance of the middle ear can be calculated as functions of frequency. The goal of this work is to establish a quantitative connection between the fitted polezero locations and underlying physical properties of the CAR and impedance of the middle ear. It was found that (1) the contribution of the ear canal may be approximated as the lossless all-pass component of the factored reflectance fit, (2) individual CAR magnitude variations for normal middle ears in the 1 to 4 kHz range give rise to closely-placed pole-zero pairs, and (3) properties of the pole-zero fit may differ between normal and pathological middle ears. Pole-zero fitting allows for concise characterization of individual CAR measurements, providing a foundation for modeling individual and pathological variations of middle ears.
INTRODUCTION
Complex acoustic reflectance (CAR) has been studied by many researchers. Normative CAR data has been well-established (Voss and Allen, 1994; Rosowski et al., 2012) , and the magnitude reflectance has been shown to have systematic variations for a number of middle ear pathologies (Voss et al., 2001; Feeney et al., 2003; Allen et al., 2005; Shahnaz et al., 2009; Hunter et al., 2010; Nakajima et al., 2012; Voss et al., 2012) . Reflectance systems are low cost (e. g. with respect to laser doppler vibrometry systems), and require little training to operate. Nakajima et al. (2012) found that reflectance was just as effective as laser doppler vibrometry (in combination with audiometry) for the differential diagnosis of stapes fixation, disarticulation, and semicircular canal dehiscence.
CAR is measured at ambient pressure by a probe sealed in the ear canal, containing a small microphone and loudspeaker. The probe is calibrated by a multi-cavity least squares procedure as derived by Allen (1986) . The CAR, Γ, as a function of angular frequency, ω, is defined as
where p i is the forward-going pressure at the probe (incident on the middle ear), and p r is the backward-going pressure at the probe (reflected from the middle ear). The CAR is related to the normalized complex acoustic impedance Z(ω) by
where r 0 = ρ c/A is the surge resistance; ρ is the density of air, c is the speed of sound, and A is the area of the ear canal.
Under the assumption that the ear canal is approximately lossless, reflectance has the property
where |Γ(ω)| is the magnitude reflectance at the probe and |Γ TM (ω)| is the magnitude reflectance of the middle ear at the eardrum location. Magnitude reflectance, or the related absorbance level (Allen et al., 2005; Rosowski et al., 2012) , Absorbance (dB) = 10 log 10 (1 − |Γ| 2 ),
is the current diagnostic standard when considering CAR measurements, because the residual canal between the probe tip and eardrum causes undesirable variation in the complex impedance and reflectance across ears. However, if the residual ear canal can be accounted for in a rigorous manner, analysis of the complex data should be more powerful.
In this manuscript we examine pole-zero fits of CAR measurements, in order to explore their application to physical modeling of the middle ear system. We account for residual canal variation across ears via a factorization of the reflectance, which allows for comparison of complex data across ear measurements. Pole-zero fits offer a precise parameterization of the complex data, and may have high utility for the automated detection of middle ear pathologies. The methods used in this paper are discussed at length in our publication, to appear in Hearing Research, 2013 (accepted with minor revisions). Here we use the pole-zero fitting procedure for CAR measurements detailed in that paper, in order to model some physical characteristics (e.g. residual canal length) for a larger pool of measurements.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Acoustic Reflectance Measurements
The CAR data considered here is compiled from previous studies. Populations of normal ears are taken from Voss and Allen (1994) (10 ears) and Rosowski et al. (2012) (58 ears). The Voss and Allen ears were measured using a custom reflectance system described in their 1994 paper, and the data is presented from 0 to 15 kHz, though there is considerable noise at high frequencies above 10 kHz. They also measured two middle ear simulators, the DB-100 and the B&K 4157. The Rosowski et al. ears were measured using the MEPA/HearID system made by Mimosa Acoustics (Champaign, IL); these measurements are available from 0.2 to 6 kHz. These 58 'strictly normal' ears were required to meet specific audiometric criteria for inclusion in the study.
Pathological CAR data is drawn from a companion study to Rosowski et al. (2012) , performed by Nakajima et al. (2012) . Nakajima et al. collected reflectance measurements from ears with surgically confirmed stapes fixation, disarticulation, and semicircular canal dehiscence, in the presence of an intact eardrum and aerated middle ear. These data were also collected over 0.2 to 6 kHz with the MEPA/HearID system.
Pole-Zero Fitting
Pole-zero fitting of CAR measurements is performed using an algorithm by Gustavsen and Semlyen (1999) for rational approximation of a frequency domain response. Data in the reflectance domain is fit to a residue expansion of the formΓ
where s = σ + jω is the complex angular frequency, N is the number of poles, r i and p i are the residues and poles (which are either real or occur in complex conjugate pairs), and d is a real constant. Assuming d is nonzero, this expression may be placed in a product form,
where z i are the zeros ofΓ(s). The data Γ(ω) and the fitΓ(s) are related bŷ
This fitting procedure achieves an average RMS relative error of less than 3% with 12 poles and 12 zeros when fitting to reflectance measurements over the 0.2 to 6 kHz range.
In order to compare across measurements, it is necessary to account for the residual ear canal between the probe and the eardrum, which causes undesirable variability in the complex reflectance measurements. This is addressed by factoring the reflectance fit into its minimum-phase,Γ mp (s), and all-pass,Γ ap (s), components
This factorization is simple to perform using poles and zeros, and has the following properties:
The magnitude of the reflectance, the current diagnostic standard, is equal to the magnitude of the minimumphase component; the magnitude of the all-pass component is equal to one for all frequencies, and estimates the residual ear canal contribution when the ear canal is approximated as lossless (Voss and Allen, 1994) . If the all-pass component may be said to account for the residual ear canal, then the impedance at the eardrum (Z TM ) may be approximated byẐ
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Factoring the Reflectance
Factoring the reflectance fit into its all-pass and minimum-phase components according to Eq. 8, our results suggest that for most fits the ear canal is approximately accounted for. Using the approximation in Eq. 11, the estimated eardrum impedance typically shows no high frequency 'standing wave' notch due to reflections between the probe tip and the eardrum. At the very least, the minimum-phase componentΓ mp (s) preserves the magnitude reflectance.
Considering the all-pass component of the reflectance, we may estimate the length of the residual ear canal (between the probe tip and the eardrum) viâ
which is equal to the minimum group delay ofΓ ap ( jω) for all frequencies in the fitting range. In the case of a uniform ear canal, the all-pass component group delay would be constant across frequencies. However, because the ear canal typically has a non-uniform area between the probe tip and eardrum, it is necessary to estimate the frequency-independent delay by taking the minimum across frequencies. For our estimates we take c = 350 m/s, which is the approximate speed of sound at body temperature. Voss and Allen (1994) . The estimates made by Voss and Allen were determined by removing pure delay from the data, keeping the reflectance phase between 0 and 2π. The estimates made in this study were calculated via Eq. 12. 
# of Ears
Normal ME (54 ears) FIGURE 1: Histogram (bin width = 1.30 mm) of estimated residual canal lengths between the probe tip and eardrum for 54 ears from Rosowski et al. (2012) . These estimates were calculated via Eq. 12. These estimated lengths are within a reasonable range given the probe configuration in the ear canal. Table 1 shows the residual ear canal lengths estimated by this procedure for the ears and simulators measured by Voss and Allen (1994) , along with the length estimates used by Voss and Allen to calculate an 'advanced impedance.' Voss and Allen mention that these lengths are somewhat arbitrarily chosen, such that when a pure delay was removed the reflectance phase remained between 0 and 2π. To estimate the canal lengths usingΓ ap (s), the CAR measurements were fit over a range of 0.1 to 8.2 kHz; these fits had an average RMS relative error of 2.3%, and 6 to 14 poles (with an equal number of zeros). Depending on the frequency range of fitting and the goodness of fit, residual canal length estimates may vary. In many cases, these estimates seem to remove the ear canal effect (impedance standing wave), or significantly reduce it. Voss and Allen estimated their probe to be 15 mm in length, while the typical total ear canal length is about 23.5 mm (Fletcher, 1925) . Thus, the canal length estimates shown in Table 1 for both studies are reasonable, considering that the canal may vary in length, and that the back of the probe may or may not be flush against the ear canal opening. Figure 1 shows a histogram of residual canal lengths estimated via Eq. 12 for 54 normal ears from the Rosowski et al. (2012) study. Considering that the probe tip is comparable in length to that used in the Voss and Allen (1994) study, these lengths are also reasonable. The CAR measurements were fit over a range of 0.2 to 6 kHz; these fits had an average RMS relative error of 2.5%, and 8 to 14 poles (with an equal number of zeros). Of the missing four ears, two measurements were not included in the data we received, and two measurements were too noisy to yield acceptable pole-zero fits. Voss and Allen (1994) , while the bottom plot shows the magnitude reflectance of the DB-100 and B&K 4157 ear simulators (presented in the same study).
Individual Variation of Normal Middle Ears
The magnitude reflectance of normal middle ears is close to one at low frequencies, has a broad minimum from about 1 to 4 kHz, then rises again at high frequencies. The absorbance (Eq. 4) has a rising slope below 1 kHz, a relatively flat region between 1 and 4 kHz, and a roll-off at high frequencies. Normal ears typically have individually varying fine-structure minima and maxima in the 1 to 4 kHz range of the magnitude reflectance ; this variation corresponds a small decibel range of the absorbance (Allen et al., 2005) . In our prior study, we observed that the normal ear measurements (N=3) on which we performed pole-zero fits tended to have a pole-zero pair in the reflectance at about 1 kHz, as did the pole-zero fit of the B&K 4157 middle ear simulator, corresponding in frequency to the typical location of the first minimum of the magnitude reflectance, or the breakpoint between the low-frequency slope and flat region of the absorbance. The normal Absorbance Level (dB) S01 S02 S03 S04 S05 S06 S07 S08 S09 S10 DB−100 B&K 4157 FIGURE 3: Corresponding absorbance level (Eq. 4) for the magnitude reflectance of ten normal ears and two simulators from Voss and Allen (1994) , shown in Fig. 2 . The absorbance has a distinctive shape, with a rising slope below 1 kHz, a relatively flat region from 1 to 4 kHz, and a roll-off at high frequencies. The individual magnitude reflectance variations from 1 to 4 kHz (Fig. 2) correspond to a relatively small decibel range. ear measurements also had other closely-placed pole-zero pairs between 1 and 4 kHz, though the B&K 4157 simulator did not. Here we will examine the entire data set from the Voss and Allen (1994) study. FIGURE 4: Pole-zero plots ofΓ mp (s) (Eqs. 8 and 10) for the DB-100 and B&K 4157 ear simulator measurements from Voss and Allen (1994) shown in Fig. 2 (bottom) and Fig. 3 . Both fits have a pole-zero pair located near Im{s/2π} = 1 kHz, and no other pairs between 1 and 4 kHz, because the reflectance for each simulator is fairly smooth in that region. Figure 2 shows the magnitudes of CAR measurements from the Voss and Allen (1994) study. Figure 2 (top) shows the 10 normal ear measurements, and Fig. 2 (bottom) shows measurements of the DB-100 and B&K 4157 ear simulators. It is clear in Fig. 2 (top) that magnitude reflectance of normal middle ears has individually varying minima and maxima in the 1 to 4 kHz (mid-frequency) range, while this region is much smoother for artificial ears (Fig. 2 (bottom) ); this is because the ear simulators are each designed to represent an average normal ear. The corresponding absorbance for these ten normal ears and two simulators is plotted in Fig. 3 ; considering the absorbance, the individual variation of normal ears in the 1 to 4 kHz range is condensed to a <5 dB range. Figure 4 shows pole-zero plots ofΓ mp (s) (the approximate reflectance at the eardrum) for the DB-100 and B&K 4157 couplers, shown in Fig. 2 (bottom) , and Fig. 5 shows theΓ mp (s) pole-zero plots for the ten Voss and Allen (1994) normal ears (Fig. 2 (top) ). These plots show only the northwest quadrant of the complex plane, such that the pole-zero locations may be more easily viewed on a logarithmic scale. The northwest quadrant of the s-plane completely describes each fit, because the minimum-phase component of the the reflectance fit must have all of its poles and zeros in the left half s-plane (by definition), and all of the poles and zeros in the southwest quadrant are complex conjugates of the poles and zeros shown. Note that the Im{s/2π} axis of each pole-zero plot corresponds to the frequency axes of the magnitude reflectance and absorbance (Figs. 2 and 3 ).
Considering the pole-zero plots ofΓ mp (s) for the ear simulators shown in Fig. 4 , the simulators both have poles and zeros on the real axis, a pole-zero pair at about 1 kHz corresponding to the first minimum of the magnitude reflectance (and the breakpoint of the absorbance), and another, more widely-spaced pair fitting the high-frequency behavior of the response. The magnitude reflectance of the B&K 4157 shows a distinct FIGURE 5: Pole-zero plots ofΓ mp (s) (Eqs. 8 and 10) for ten normal ear measurements from Voss and Allen (1994) shown in Fig. 2 (top) and Fig. 3 . Most fits have a pole-zero pair located near Im{s/2π} = 1 kHz, and other closely-placed pairs between 1 and 4 kHz (corresponding to fine-structure minima and maxima of the magnitude reflectance in that region).
minimum at 1 kHz, while that of the DB-100 has a slight bend below 1 kHz and a minimum between 1 and 2 kHz. The pole-zero plots reflect this difference, as the pole and zero of the B&K 4157 near 1 kHz appear at approximately the same Im{s/2π} frequency value, while the pole-zero pair near 1 kHz for the DB-100 is slightly offset in frequency.
Examining the pole-zero plots ofΓ mp (s) shown in Fig. 5 for ten CAR measurements of normal ears, many ears (1, 2, 3, 5, 7, 9 10) show a pole-zero pair near 1 kHz, where the pole and zero are very close in frequency (Im{s/2π}). For ears 6 and 8, there is pole zero activity near 1 kHz, though there are not distinct pairs aligned in frequency; this sort of behavior better resembles the frequency-offset 1 kHz pair of the DB-100 than the frequency-aligned 1 kHz pair of the B&K 4157. Ear 4 has a downward sloping magnitude reflectance with small bends in it from 1 to 3 kHz, with no defined minimum near 1 kHz, thus it seems to have no distinct pole-zero pair near 1 kHz.
Unlike the ear simulators, the normal ears also have many poles and zeros in the mid-frequency range, from about 1 to 4 kHz (or higher). All ears have at least one closely-placed pole zero pair between 1 and 5 kHz. Subjects 1, 2, 3, 7, 9, and 10 have particularly cleanly paired poles and zeros, corresponding to fine-structure minima and maxima of the reflectance magnitude. If a pair is almost completely overlapping, it typically corresponds to a very small minimum or maximum, often a noise peak. Widely-spaced pairs tend to fit larger minima and maxima.
For the eventual goal of automated detection and classification of pathologies, it is important to understand the effect of the individual variation of normal ears on pole-zero fits to CAR measurements. Considering these measurements, it appears that the presence of a pole-zero pair near 1 kHz is typical of normal ears; its absence or drastic change in frequency location might be an indication of a middle ear pathology. However, these subjects have a lot of variation in pole-zero locations in the mid-frequency region that is not due to middle ear pathology. More data must be analyzed in order to thoroughly identify this region and the constraints on poles and zeros within it (e.g. distance between poles and zeros), but if variation in this region can be isolated and identified as 'normal,' we will be better able to detect variations due to true middle ear pathologies.
Detection of Middle Ear Pathology
As an example, let us consider the pathology of stapes fixation due to otosclerosis. Stapes fixation due to otosclerosis is characterized by an increased middle ear stiffness at low frequencies due to the ossification of the stapes bone; this results in an elevated reflectance magnitude at low frequencies. We attempt to model this stiffness, and compare ears with stapes fixation to normal middle ears.
Consider the estimated eardrum impedanceẐ TM (s) (Eq. 11). At low frequencies, the impedance will be stiffness dominated according to
where C is the compliance, which is inversely proportional to the stiffness. In this expression, there is a pole at s = 0, with a residue equal to 1/C. In our pole-zero fits, there is typically not a pole ofẐ TM (s) exactly at s = 0; rather, a pole will appear very close to s = 0 on the real axis. For each fit we may estimate the low-frequency compliance C of Z TM by taking the inverse of the residue corresponding to the pole ofẐ TM (s) that lies closest to s = 0. 
# of Ears
Stapes Fixation (13 ears) Normal ME (54 ears) FIGURE 6: Histogram (bin width = 0.23) of the base-10 logarithm of the estimated compliance, C (Eq. 13), at the eardrum for 54 normal middle ears from Rosowski et al. (2012) and 13 ears with stapes fixation from Nakajima et al. (2012) . The ears with stapes fixation are generally less compliant (stiffer) than the normal ears. Figure 6 shows a histogram of log 10 (C) values, where C is the compliance from Eq. 13, estimated for 54 normal ears from Rosowski et al. (2012) (the same ears that are analyzed in Fig. 1 ) and 13 ears with stapes fixation. The measurements of middle ears with stapes fixation are drawn from Nakajima et al. (2012) . There were 14 ears in the original study, but one ear was missing from the data we received. Considering Fig. 6 , the majority of the ears with stapes fixation lie on the far left side of the distribution, meaning that they have the smallest compliance values (greatest stiffness), as we might expect for this pathology.
This result, based on physical intuition and modeling, indicates that pole-zero fits to CAR data vary systematically from normal in the presence of middle ear pathologies, and may be used for modeling and detecting these pathologies. Though the distributions in Fig. 6 overlap, meaning that we cannot use these compliance values for a standalone diagnosis, they could be used in combination with other measurements in order to detect stapes fixation. In the future, this sort of parameter extraction may be used to model and detect other middle ear pathologies. Pole-zero fitting allows for concise characterization of individual CAR measurements, providing a foundation for modeling individual and pathological variations of middle ears.
